
 

JOSH & SKYLA  

BRUMLEY  

The last 4 months have been full of changes. Thankfully they are changes that we are both excited about, but 

they still come with lots of uncertainty and unknowns. We are thankful for all of you who continue to pray for 

us and encourage us in our ministry in Spokane.    

• I have now been working at Moody for 4 months and it has  

been great to have a wrench back in my hands. All new jobs 

start out a little slow, but I am thankful that I have 2 years of 

experience in the shop as a student and that has made the 

transition easy. I am gaining confidence as a mechanic and I 

have had the opportunity to serve as the lead mechanic/

inspector on a few different airplanes already.  

• Skyla’s health has greatly improved and she is now back to work and regaining strength. The baby is 

growing fine and so far every scan has come back with great results which has been a huge blessing. The 

night schedule at the hospital is putting a toll on Skyla with the 

pregnancy, but her coworkers have been gracious and willing to 

help her with lifting and moving patients.  

• We have been to Tennessee and Colorado for weddings and I will 

be leaving for Idaho this month and then to Wisconsin in August. 

This spring has been full of travel and we have more upcoming. I 

am getting really excited for the upcoming trip to Cascade Idaho. 

Every summer, MAF puts on a flight camp for high school students 

who have an interest in aviation and Moody sends a flight 

instructor to teach during 

the camp. This year, Moody 

asked if I would be their 

representative instructor 

and I will have the 

opportunity to teach 4 

students basic flying skills 

over the 5 days of the camp. 

This will be my first 

opportunity to use my flight 

instructor license and the camp format will be a great way to begin 

teaching.  

Airplanes, Trips & Packing 

Quick Note On  

Some people have asked us if Skyla and I 

are no longer planning to join Mission 

Aviation Fellowship? The answer is yes we 

absolutely are still planning on joining MAF 

and they are the organization we hope to 

serve overseas with long term. Our current 

service with Proclaim Aviation at Moody is 

for the purpose of building experience, 

paying off school debt, and providing time 

to meet the final requirements to 

hopefully join MAF by 2021. 

Coeur d’Alene, Idaho  

Cessna 206 landing gear inspection 

continued on reverse side... 



 Online Giving  

   PROCLAIMAVIATION.org  
“Current Missionaries” tab 

Connect:   jbrumley@moody.edu  

Address:  Josh and Skyla Brumley 

NEW!! : 1020 N Woodward RD 

Spokane Valley, WA 99206 

J: (970) 313-7591 

S: (423) 747-3317 

In August I am heading to Green Bay for one more wedding. I am privileged to be a groomsman for my good 

friend Raphael who I met at Moody. He is from Austria, grew up as a missionary 

kid, has an incredible passion for missions and teaching God’s word, and 

turned out to be one of my best friends through college. He is one of the many 

people who inspires Skyla and I and encourages us to continue on a path of 

devotion to Christ’s call.  

• Our church leadership selected me to become our lay missions leader and I 

am now leading our first missions committee. I never thought I would be 

stepping into a leadership role at our church at 24, but I am very excited about 

this opportunity. Though our church has many members (including our pastor) 

with international missions backgrounds, it has never been a focus for the 

church body as a whole. I am excited for what we have already gotten 

accomplished as a missions committee in the last few months, but I really 

believe God is using this to refine my own view of missions and continue 

building our passion to head overseas.  

• Skyla is still charging through her online nursing classes and will start training 

as a volunteer ultrasound tech this month for a local pregnancy resource 

ministry. I am quite amazed at how much Skyla is able to get done even while 

she is growing our new child. She is hoping to graduate with her bachelors in 

nursing this December from Boise State. For her, the hospital has become a 

necessary evil and she 

continually tells me, “this is 

nothing like village nursing 

in Haiti. I didn't sign up for 

this.” So her heart is moving toward jobs where she can 

spend more time with people and focus on spiritual care 

as much as health care. She has been volunteering with a 

ministry called Path of Life for over a year and will be 

training as a new ultrasound tech for them this month.  

• WE MOVED!!   

Our new address is: 1020 N Woodward Rd.  

Spokane Valley, WA 99206 

Prayer Requests: 

• Pray for safety and 

excitement for the high 

school students and 

myself during the flight 

camp. July 15-19th. 

• Pray for continued 

spiritual growth and 

discipleship for us. We are 

involved in lots of serving, 

but felt a lack of spiritual 

intimacy and growth in 

Christ through the spring. 

• Pray for my involvement 

with the students at 

Moody and intentionality 

in my conversations with 

them while working on 

airplanes. New school year 

begins July 8th!  

Weddings, Weddings, and more Weddings 

http://www.proclaimaviation.org/

